MEETING CALLED BY  YCC EBOARD
TYPE OF MEETING  Full Council
FACILITATOR  Brandon Levin
NOTE TAKER  Matt Williams
TIMEKEEPER

Absent: Larissa Liburd, Josh Rubin, Pat Toth,

Present:

Phillip  MacEachron
Leandro  Leviste
John  Gonzalez
Joshua  Ackerman
Debby  Abramov
Nancy  Xia
Joseph (Joey)  Yagoda
Cece  Xie
Obaid  Syed
Victoria (Tori)  Westerhoff
Eric  Eliasson
Rebecca  Liu
Andrew  Fleming
Azad  Amanat
Alexis  Wise
Bryan  Epps
Sheila  Enamandram
Dilan  Gomih
Dan  Stein
Isabel  Santos-Gonzalez
Shivani  Vohra
Omar  Njie
Archit  Sheth-Shah
Sally  Cho
Eli  Rivkin
Nathan  Kohrman
Matt  Williams
Ariella  Kristal
Kyle  Tramonte
Brandon  Levin
Katie  Donley
Dilan  Gomih
Aala Mohamed

Agenda topics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIME ALLOTED</th>
<th>SUMMER STORAGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| DISCUSSION    | We have a way to reduce costs significantly, but we need a commitment from the Council to help out at the end of the year. We would have six people working from the company, but each council member would have to commit about an hour.

It was decided we will move forward with this proposal, whether or not full council elections are moved to April.

Dan and Nathan are also working on having trailers for couches, etc. We will also look into keeping lamps in the colleges. |
### TIME ALLOTTED
#### ELECTIONS

**DISCUSSION**
The council did a straw poll vote (12-15) to discuss whether or not we would like a proposal written to move elections from the fall term to the end of the spring term (about a week after EBOARD elections). Dan, Eric, Debby, and Nathan will work on a pro and con list and a formal amendment for presentation to the council next week.

### TIME ALLOTTED
#### TAILGATE

**DISCUSSION**
What should we do regarding the recent tailgate rules? The EBOARD feels that it may be best for us to pursue pushing the tailgate end time back. Eric mentioned that the administration should publish specific reasons for each new regulation.

Student response is very mixed. The YDN editorial got it right. Many students understand the UHaul, no keg rule, student area without vehicles. But many students are upset about the tailgate ending before kickoff.

### TIME ALLOTTED
#### LAUNDRY CHANGES

**DISCUSSION**
Six colleges have said they approve adding the bins to their laundry rooms. The council will be responsible for emailing Master’s to get approval from other colleges.

### TIME ALLOTTED
#### COMMITTEE UPDATES

**DISCUSSION**
The EBOARD feels that committees need to stay on task, looking into new issues, etc. We still have an entire semester to work on new objective, initiative, projects, and events.

**SES:** Nap stations - In Dunham and Rosenkranz; a survey about grades and curves, poster symposium over Bulldog Days, MCAT bus – gauging student interest.

Communications: We’ll have a two pronged report. One for the student body and one internally for YCC

UCS: Personality profile to match you up with your interests, what your good at, etc.

UOFC is changing some funding guidelines. Groups will not have limits (except for food) within their $600 allocation per semester. UOFC will also have a 5K event in which students will vote on their favorite events.

Sexual harassment: three priorities – a report on freshman education, publicizing about “mandatory” reporters (Masters, Deans, etc.)

GNH – working on the final report – we’ll do final edits to present to the corporation.

JCC – met with UCS representatives and will be working on career panels

SoCo – working on Sophomore dinner, etc., UCS events, Assassins is starting soon

FCC – speed dating was successful, snowball fight was successful

STAY – s “poppin’”